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Abstract
We formulate the description of the dynamic connement of a single fermi-
on by a ux tube. The range of validity extends from the relativistic correc-
tions of a slowly moving quark to the ultra-relativistic motion in a heavy-light
meson. The reduced Salpeter equation, also known as the no-pair equation,
provides the framework for our discussion. The Regge structure is that of a
Nambu string with one end xed. Numerical solutions are found giving very
good ts to heavy-light meson masses. The Isgur-Wise function with a zero
recoil slope of 
0
(1) '  1:23 is obtained.
1 Introduction
The relativistic ux tube (RFT) model's [1] major success has been its ability to
account for the leading relativistic corrections in heavy quark bound states. As
pointed out long ago [2] a chromoelectric ux tube does not support long distance
spin-spin correlation and in this sense mimics \scalar connement". This conclusion
was veried by the \Wilson loop low quark velocity expansion" [3]. The spin-
independent relativistic corrections were computed in an extension of this program
[4]. These QCD relativistic corrections are accounted for in a simple dynamical
picture by the RFT model for the spin-independent [5] and spin-dependent [6] terms.
Yet to be completely explored is the ultra-relativistic sector of the RFT model
with fermions although the spinless quark results have been encouraging [1, 7, 8].
One of the attractive features of the RFT model is that ultra-relativistic quark mo-
tion has little inuence on meson's rotational dynamics and the RFT reduces to the
Nambu string for high rotational states. The RFT ux tube can also stretch radially
which involves no change in tube's momentum. For s-waves it then resembles a po-
tential model. If both radial and angular motions are present Coriolis force couples
the radial and rotational motion and implies a straight leading Regge trajectory
accompanied by parallel equally spaced daughter trajectories [1, 7].
In recent work [9] we have examined the motion of a fermion in a conning
central potential eld and found that the Dirac equation is appropriate for scalar
connement while the \no-pair" variant of the Dirac equation must be used for a
Lorentz vector conning potential. Since the RFT acts like vector connement for
low angular momenta the no-pair equation is relevant.
Our formalism for fermionic quark connement is unusual in that the connement
is introduced into the kinetic rather than in the usual interaction term. The ux
tube contributes to both energy and momentum to the dynamics so it makes little
sense to consider it as a \potential" type interaction. By a covariant substitution
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we add the tube to the quark momentum and energy. The result nicely reduces to
the Nambu string in the limit in which the quark moves ultra-relativistically.
In Section 2 we discuss the quantized form of the tube operator and the ux
tube transformation. Starting from the reduced Salpeter (or no-pair) equation, we
develop the radial equations with tube connement in Section 3. A semi-relativistic
reduction is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 the Regge structure of the RFT






. In Section 6 we present our numerical results. We obtain an







decays. Our conclusions are found in Section 7.
2 Flux tube transformation
From the Lagrangian formulation of the spinless RFT model [1] it follows that
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In an earlier work [6] the ux tube with fermionic ends was introduced through

























Here, unlike in [6], we want to quantize this classical transformation from the






















































= afr; F (v
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)g ; (14)










































































































































Here we have dened a \ctitious particle" momentum p
f
[10] such that




L = r  p
f
; (22)






































The remaining piece of the canonical momentum (18) is p
ex
, which appears due to
the extended nature of the ux tube.
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(p) =   p+ m : (26)
We choose to work with the reduced Salpeter equation [11, 12] in the limit where










	(r) = 0 ; (27)






of the light degrees of freedom, V (r) is the short range vector interaction, while 
+





















Taking the ux-tube transformation (25) in equation (27) results in the no-pair














]	(r) = 0 ; (30)
where the canonical momentum p is given by (18).
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3 Derivation of the radial equations
Coupled radial eigenvalue equations follow from the spherical symmetry of equation























































The Dirac quantum number k labels the meson and is dened by [15]




where the + sign means l = j +
1
2




k =  l   1.




are the spherical spinors whose spatial components
are not the usual spherical harmonics. We must consider eigenvectors of the total
orbital angular momentum operator, which includes both the quark and ux tube
contributions, so that





and the spherical harmonics are not eigenstates of L. Nevertheless, parity rela-
tions, as well as some useful identities involving operations on the standard spherical





















































































































The no-pair equation can now be expressed in radial form. Starting from (30)
and the wave function (31), we use the above relations to obtain the radial no-pair
































































































From (45) we observe that the tube energy enters much like the time component
of the short range Lorentz vector potential V (r), which we take to be





Finally, the only unknown operators in (42) are v
k
?












. These will be determined from the heavy-light orbital angular

























































































The numerical technique used to solve for v
?
is discussed in detail elsewhere [1, 8].
4 Semi-relativistic reduction
For comparison with previous results we decouple (42) and make the non-relativistic
reduction to order (v=c)
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Taking expectation values and using
k(k + 1) ! L
2
; (57)













































































Physical interpretation can be established for each of the terms of the above








, and the fourth is the static tube energy. The spin-orbit
term is the realization of the Buchmuller picture [2] in which the ux tube is purely
chromoelectric in its rest frame and hence the only spin-dependence is the kinematic
Thomas term required by relativity.
The L
2
term in (60) also has a nice interpretation as pointed out previously [5].
The tube's explicit contribution to the angular momentum is the sixth term of (60).





term. Using (23) the rotational
part of p
f











































from (55). The total tube contribution
to the L
2






















The above is exactly the rotational energy of a rod of a mass ar and length r rotating


































The nal term in (60) is a Darwin like term and it is sensitive to how the Hamiltonian
is symmetrized. If one symmetrizes at the end as in previous work [6, 16], a dierent
result is obtained.
5 Regge structure
A conned particle in a suciently large angular momentum state moves ultra
relativistically. For linear connement we expect linear Regge trajectories from
classical considerations [17]. In the ux tube model the angular momentum and
rotational energy of the quark are negligible compared to those of the tube. The
slope of the Regge trajectory can be found from the model without a detailed solution
of the wave equation. To determine the Regge slope directly from the no-pair tube
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Multiplying out ILI IL then yields in this limit
E
q































Independent of the sign of
^













'  ar : (76)
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The positive energy solution has the proper Regge behavior.
From (49) we nd the total orbital angular momentum of the system in the







' jkj : (77)
Eliminating r and using (75) we obtain the ratio of angular momentum to the square



















in terms of a complete set of basis states, and then trun-
cating the expansion to the rst N states we can transform the angular momentum
equations (50-51) into two N  N matrix equations from which matrices for v
k
?
operators are found [8]. Also, the radial no-pair equation becomes a 2N  2N
matrix equation, which we solve using the Galerkin variational method. The quasi-
Coulombic basis states (which depend on a scale parameter ), and all matrix el-
ements used are described in [9]. In Fig. 1 we show the dependence on  for the
three lowest positive and three highest negative energy states, with the particular
choice m = 0:3 GeV; k =  1; j =
1
2
; a = 0:2 GeV
2
, and  = 0:5. As we increase
the number of states N , the plateau where the eigenvalues are stable enlarges.
The Regge slope of the no-pair equation with the ux tube was shown in Section





. Our numerical solution agrees as shown in Fig. 2. In this gure we
illustrate the leading trajectories for the two light degrees of freedom parity states
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= 0:3 GeV; a = 0:2 GeV
2
and  = 0:5. We
also show several daughter trajectories corresponding to radial excitations.





= 0:3 GeV and t to the spin averaged heavy-light meson states.
Our result is shown in Table 1, and parameters of the t are
m
u;d
= 0:300 GeV (fixed) ;
m
s
= 0:574 GeV ;
m
c
= 1:301 GeV ;
m
b
= 4:638 GeV ; (79)
a = 0:200 GeV
2
(fixed) ;
 = 0:667 :
The agreement of the tted levels to experiment is excellent, all spin-averaged states
are reproduced with errors smaller than 5 MeV .
Finally we use the wavefunctions with parameters of (79) to evaluate the Isgur-


























As shown on the Fig. 3, the agreement with ARGUS [20] and CLEO II [21] data is
excellent. For the seven CLEO II data points, this IW function has 
2
per degree of




















(1) =  1:23 : (83)
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We observe that slopes calculated from the dierent versions of the no-pair equa-
tion (with vector connement [9] or with the ux tube) are more negative (
0
(1)
ranging from about -1.2 to -1.3) than the ones calculated from the spinless RFT




In this paper we further explore an idea [6] for describing the relativistic quantized
system of a ux tube with fermionic quarks at its ends. We work out in detail the
simplest case where one fermion has innite mass. Our technique for incorporating
the tube into the reduced Salpeter equation is the covariant ux tube transformation
(25). In order to achieve a satisfactory description of a heavy-light system, there
are two physical requirements that have to be satised:
1. In the ultrarelativistic limit the tube dynamics must dominate giving a Nambu
string limit.
2. The semi-relativistic corrections must agree with rigorous QCD expectations.
This model meets the above requirements.
The semi-relativistic limit yields the expected QCD relativistic corrections [16],
up to a term sensitive to symmetrization procedure. The expected Regge structure






for a Nambu string with one xed end, is obtained. A sequence of parallel equally
spaced daughter trajectories follows from radial excitations of the quark. By varying
the tension a, the Coulomb coecient  and the quark masses we can account for
the known spin-averaged heavy-light levels. In Table 1 we show a t with the light
quark mass and the tension xed at reasonable values. We also used the s-wave
wave function to compute the Isgur-Wise function. The result agrees well with the
known experimental data, as shown in Fig. 3.
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The numerical techniques developed for the ux tube model with spinless quarks
[1, 8] can be directly applied in the fermionic case since quantization of the orbital
angular momentumsector is independent of the spin part. The extension to arbitrary
two fermion systems seems to be free of any intrinsic diculties.
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TABLES
Table 1: Heavy-light spin averaged states. Theoretical results are obtained from
the no-pair equation with the ux tube. Spin-averaged masses are calculated in












) of the singlet mass for the
s(p)-waves). An estimate for the B

s






























































































































































Figure 1: Dependence on the basis state scale  of the three lowest positive energy
states and the three highest negative energy states for the no-pair equation with
ux tube. Here we have chosen m
q
= 0:3 GeV; a = 0:2 GeV
2




. The full lines correspond to N = 25, and dashed lines correspond to N = 15
basis states used.
Figure 2: Regge trajectories for the no-pair equation with ux tube. Again, we have
chosen m
u;d
= 0:3 GeV; a = 0:2GeV
2
, and  = 0:5. The full lines correspond to
k =  (j +
1
2
), and dashed lines to k = j +
1
2
. To ensure that all calculated energies
are correct, we used N = 50 basis states, and kept rst 15 states.






decays calculated from the no-
pair equation with tube connement. Values for the light quark mass m
u;d
, tension
a and short range potential constant  are taken from the t (79). For the sake of
clarity, error bars are shown only for the CLEO II data.
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